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Contextuallty and indexicality of
organizational action: Toward a
transorganizational theory of organizations
Introduction

Familiar approaches to the study of organizations such as the
rational-bureaucratic model which dates back to Max Weber, the
human relations model, the technology approach, and the
structural-functional point of view and systems model are generally
based on the assumption that organizations are distinctive systems
of action which fonn natural units of investigation.' The rational
bureaucratic model is known to have focussed on the fonnal structure and the means-end ration1llity of these entities, while it
neglected both processes of interaction between members of the
organizations and the larger context in which organizations
operate. The latter is brought into focus in more recent approaches
which generally tend to conceive of organizations as 'open systems'
in an 'environment'. More specifically, open system approaches
assume that the formal (legal, physical) boundaries of organizations coincide with the fuzzy borders of a system of action which
they put in relation to similar 'external' subsystems or to society at
large through mechanisms of exchange and adaptation. As stressed
by Callon and Vignolle.(I977), the environment is either conceived
of as all undifferentiated residue dealt with by a few syncretic
variables such as complexity, heterogeneity and instability, or
simply as 'more of the same' i.e. as a network of basically similar
I am heavily indebted to Aaron Cicourel who roused my interest in iss~ like this
one, to Bnmo Latour for the many discussions which are reflected in parts of the
paper, and to Jean de Kervasdoue for his conunents and suggestions.
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organizational systems tied together through the transfer of
re~ources and services. Obviously, the important question here is
with respect to what goal can we fruitfuUy consider organizations
to be dlSbnctlve systems of action which are segregated from an
'environment' and which contain their own principles of explanahon .. If the purpose IS a structural description of parts and their
relatIOnship to a whole (the organization) considered under the
aspect of a legal entity, the above conception may be adequate, and
the l ong lasting dommance of the structural-functional approach in
SOCIOlogy nught help to explain why organizations are treated as
wholes. If the goal is to account for the behavior of the agents and
groups which make up organizations, the productivity of the
dualism of system and environment which underlies most current
theories of organization must be put into question.
System theories of organization have been criticized from an interactionist perspective for ignoring the socially constructed and
negotiated character of social action when providing explanations
2
In terms of system needs and environmental pressure. However,
the action approach itself tends to assume the existence of distinctiv~ systems, while providing a microscopic method of analyzing
SOCial relalions within these systems. As Touraine puts it, the action
approach "does not attempt to substitute for an analysis of social
systems but to complement it" .3 If extemal processes are taken into
account, this attitude may lead to the absw·d attempt to analyze the
enVironment as a set of interactions between different organizaIton~ which are treated as if they were single, perceiving and interprehng human actors in the usual interactionist sense (Halpert,
1975). Hence It will not be surprising that even the most extensive
and sophisticated attempt to remedy ruling organizational theory
by an interactionist perspective (Crozier and Friedberg, 1977) combines this perspective with the predominant system model of
organizations, thus endorsing the above dualism.
Against the background of what was said above, the present
paper poses the question of the system-environment distinction and
of the power of explanations which presuppose such a distinction
by .raising. the issue of an inherent contexluality of organizational
actIOn. It IS held that this contextuaIity cannot be added to systems
of intemal, organizational action through linkages of exchange and
adaptatIOn according to some pre-established boundaries between
an internal and an external world. Rather, tlus contextuality is to
be searched within organizational action and within the relation-
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ships represented in the organization. Furthermore this contextuality needs to be analyzed through concepts far ~ore concrete
and pertinent than the traditional notion of an 'environment' permlls. Finally, I clann that if this contextuality is brought to bear on
the process of reality construction and negotiation of interests as
descnbed by interactionist and etllnomethodological approaches,
we nught begm to overcome some of their limitations, in particular
their alleged inadequacy in dealing with more global, macro-level
phenomena. In sum, one could say that the present paper attempts
to attack the study of organization both from a micro- and macroviewpoint which are seen to coincide in the dynamics of action if interpreted indexically, that is, as contingent upon a given situation,4
and contextually (see below). Organizations as systems or natural
urnts Will be dissolved in this undertaking - boundaries are
themselves contingent upon the specific purpose of a set of action.
In the following, I will first examine the limitations of the notion
of meaning underlying much work in the action approach and proceed by expounding the concept of contextuality, drawing upon an
observational study done at a major scientific organization in
1976-77.' The contextual contingency of organizational action will
then be discussed in the light of indetenninacy of action, that is of
sltuatlOnal contingency (indexicality). Finally I will address the role
of power and of formal rules within the present approach, and
draw some conclusions with respect to empuical studies of
organization.
Limitations of a situational concept of meaning

The idea,of organizational action which underlies the present approach I~ that developed Within recent social interaction theory.
Two baSIC aspects of human action which are central in this orientation will serve as a starting point for the discussion: firstly, the
meaningfill and purposive character of action, and secondly; its
dynamiC natUre both in the sense that outcomes are negotiated in a
process of interaction and in the sense that the rules and goals
winch p.reswnably organize this process are themselves dependent
upon tlus process. Since the Issue of rules and negotiation will be
taken up later on, let me turn to the first aspect mentioned. The
pomt that organizational action must first and foremost be analyz-
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ed as meaningful and pwposive on the part of agents was already
spelled out clearly by Ma" Weber. The familiar argument here is
that the explanation for why people act as they do may lie not in a
combination of objective factors, such as formal structure and
technology, and subjective factors such as motivations, but rather
in the network of interpretations and intentions which structure the
actor's perception and behavior. TI,e 'meanings' involved have
been conceived of as schemata of interpretation which are organized situationally, i.e. they are held to be "irremediably tied for their
sensibility and coherence to the social settings which occasion them
or within which they are situated" (Heap, 1978, p. 2). In
ethnomethodology, activities and accounts are analyzed in terms of
the typical properties which constitute their identifYing orderliness,
that is in terms of their meaningfulness and intelligibility, whereas
in interactionism the emphasis is on the negotiated character of
emerging interpretations. Both approaches focus on social situations as a reality sui generis, originally defined by Goffman(I964)
as an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities which arise
whenever " '110 or more individuals find themselves in one another's
immediate presence. Most relevant work in the area consequently
analyzes meaning in terms of situational or 'scenic' categories. By
these I mean categories which we routinely apply when identifYing
'what happened' by locating it in time and place and by giving
event - or purpose - descriptions (e.g. giving a 'talk' at a conference, being in a 'restaurant', 'teasing' or 'hoaxing' somebody).
However, meanings are not only contingent upon the immediate,
local circumstances of action. They are also organized in terms of
stakes and interests which take on sense only if they are interpreted
within some larger transorganizational fields of actions and relationships. These fields are temporally organized: they are marked
by historicity and change as well as by consolidation. Over time,
they evolve many shapes and scenes of action, and it is only bits
and pieces of these fields which become apparent in concrete interaction. Most important here is the fact that we cannot assume
these fields - or some segments of them - to coincide naturally
with 'the organization' in which the action takes place, nor with a
network of organizations or an organizati on - environment symbiosis. In sum, contextuality is described here as referring to a synchronic and diachronic organization of action which is trans-

organizational, as it goes beyond the smallest concentric circle of
the immediate situation explored by microsociological approaches.
An example from a sCrip of observation and conversation

In order to expOlmd this argument in more detail, let us first explore a small and inconspicuous segment of my observation notes
and swnmarize a conversation between a member of the organization studied (scientist W.) and the observer which refers to a discussion the scientist had had earlier with his superior.
The scientist (W.) belonged to a group doing protein research, amcng other pro-

jects. When he was about to finish a paper 00 part of the research, the observer
",ked how he had selected the material to he incluood in the paper.
"Wha!) did was .. . 1 searched in my data what! had .. . 1 lock everything I had
foc all three drying methods (of different proteins) and pul the stufr together.
With this I went to T. (the senior scientist) and asked her which j ournal and
focus (we should choose) .. . She wanted a more specific focus (W. mentiooed
which focus) - I told you about that, I wanted a broader one.

T. had originally proposed a specialized chemistry journal; W. was

opposed to this saying that he preferred the larger audience ofthe
more general - and highly prestiglious -journal in the area. Also,
W. said that he did not like the journal proposed by T. because he
felt it was run by an editorial clique to whom T. belonged and who
made their own, not exclusively professional, policy. In the original
conversation between T. and W., T. also finally opted for the more
general j ournal "because it had a better format" - a reason which
W. took to be a pretense for some other reasons unknown to him
but presumably having to do with her editorial involvement and
with her' professional profiling strategy. W.'s argument in favour
of the broader j ournal had been that if one wanted to put in all the
information on functional properties one had to have a broader
topic for the paper - "otherwise everybody would ask why do we
show this and t hat. ....
"Why did you want to put in all the data on fimctional properti es?" the observer
asked.
"The reason i s .. .if! don't do it now arrl T. publishes the stuff later (the im~
plication was after W., who was about to leave, had left the organization) she

will be senior author, because rer laboratory assistant has dcne part of the work.
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If I select the material on this (kind of) protein and pubJi!>h a paper on its func~
tional properti es now I will be named fi rst, because I did most of lhi ~ w~k
myself. So I will do this and put th e rest (of th e material on other protein s) In
another article and publish now,"
"Th e prob lem is ... l have to circumvent th e problem of overl ap between the two
papers. I don 't think it is obvious (th e overl ap). In the paper on functional properties, I put in all the proteins treated w ith ferric chloride ,:"hi~h .are left out
here ... Here there are only three product s, therefore I don't thmk It ]s so bad it is a small problem but it is a problem."
And h e went on to explain that he put his mean s and standard deviations in one
paper, the figures and graphs he had in th e other .. . (Observation protocol of
Aug. 8, 1977, p. 4).

TllUs in the beginning oHhis extract we learn about an earlier

discussi~n between the scientist and his supelior which originally

presented itself as a mild conflict of opinio~ with regard to topic
and journal selection. From the conversalIon (here partly summarized) between the scientist and the observer It turns out that
tilere had been an underlying conflict not apparent fium the
original discussion with respect to who will be able to publish what
and in what authorship position. FiTh1Uy, there are comments on
the problem of overlap created by W.'s strategy, for which he proceeds to map out a solution.
Two points are important here. First, that a set of meanings quite
naturally extends beyond a specific definition of the situation to be
transfonned into a pattern of different organization and coherence
if it is subjected to further explorations and if tile emerging meanings are traced over time (such as done by the observer m the above
example). Second, the patterns of meaning invoked in the aboveexample cannot be understood by reference to the sCientific org.amzation within which the respective activities took place, This last
point may need further elaboration since it depends in turn on more
than one obselVation and exploration. For example, the questIOn,
why was it preferable for w. to publish in a g~neral journal with a
wide audience and for T., presumably, to publIsh m the specialized
journal she co-edited cannot be answered by referring to the existing routine organizational evaluations of individual productivity,
since both journals were equally ranked and acknowledged for the
Iatter purpose. Nor were there any. other organizational advantages
the scientists could have secured mdivldually by one or the other
preference. Similarly, the fact that W. was interested in imposin!l a
sequence of authors which would rank him first on the publIcatIOn

could not be explained in tenns of the organization, since within
the organi zation, these positions did not matter. Furthennore, T.
was exempted from publishing expectations in this period
altogether since she assumed a leading position in an international,
application-oriented project. Finally, we cannot account for the
need the scientist felt to dissimulate the existence of a slight overlap
between the papers he prepared by appealing to some nonn or rule
of the organization, since no such rules existed.
To what, then, do the meanings which guid~d and pushed the
agent's reactions within particular scenes refer us? The answer was
hinted at by SchOtz (1964, vo!. 2 p. 13ff.), who introduced the
distinction between 'in order to* motives as reported by the actor
and 'because' motives which relate the action to the 'background'
and 'environment' of the actor. However, rather than coming up
with a typology of persons as Sch(ltz did when he pw~ued his
distinction we should be led to broader contextures of meanmg m
which age~ts have investments, and a history. It is .the syncIu'onic
and diachronic organization ofthese contextures which we glImpse
when observing and recording scenes, and which we ultimately
reconstruct in our obselVational and internewing work· These
contextures cut across organizational boundaries in a way which
dissolves 'the organization' as a distinctive system of action for the
purpose of most ongoing activities within the organization. Let us
look somewhat more closely at these contextures in the case of
scientific action.
The contcAtual organization of scientific action
In the case of the scientists obselVed, the contexture within which
their activities make sense can be described in tenus of a model
modified from Bourdieu (1975). These contextures will thus present
themselves as the locus of an agonistic struggle for the dominance
and monopoly of cel1ain domains of reality and discourse, that of
scientific 'facts' and of truth. It is the conditions which penrut the
production and circulation oftruth and its specific effects of power
which are reproduced through fields of relatIOnship and mteractlOn
which go beyond 'the organizatit)U'. The latter pohlt cannot be emphasized often enough since I am not here advocatIng the n otIOn of
a field or a contexture as an equivalent to the extem.11 enVIronmental systems referred to previously. From the present point of view,
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rather, it would be the organizations which have to be conceived of
as environment for social interaction meaningfully OIganized contextuaJJy. Phrased differently, we could say that organizations and
segments thereof have to be conceived of as the political arena in
which conflicts and contradictions olg anized in transorganizational
fields of interaction come to the fore.
It is with respect to specific scenes of action in such fields that the
scientists whose conflict I reported defined and defended their interests, and that their interpretations and negotiations became
meaningful and understandable. The preferences W. and T. indicated refer us to their position in networks through which they
are related to other scientists in the respective specialty, to journal
editors, and to financing agents. In the case ofW. and T. fcoth the
positi on and the networks were different, and consequently also
their moves and strategies. For example the younger scientist (W.)
wanted to establish himself in the area of protein recovery, which
he felt to be of generally increasing interest,7 by being ranked first
author of the articles in question, by attracting the attention of the
widest audience within his reach, by composing his papers so as to
place the focus on protein rather than on other topics, by launching
more than one paper on the market of protein research even ifthis
involved a problem of overlap, etc. His superior T. on the other
hand was already well established in a different specialty. Originally, she wanted to secure this position by publishing a presumably
good paper in the specialty journal she co-edited. and byemphasizing the particular points in the\paper. Let us also note that the third
co-author of one of the papers, not mentioned in the discussion
presented here, had established powerful, longlasting relationships
of dependency and solidarity in a network dominated by industry
and the political administration. Consequently, his preference was
for a jOurnal read mainly by industry which W. rejected as not
, scientific' enough.
In sum, all three authors mentioned had acquired a different say
in different segments of the groups controlling the scientific scriptures i.e. the authoritative writings. They had accumulated different amounts of symbolic capital in contextures defined and
structured by struggles for dominance in which success is secured
through generating and maintaining relations hips of dependency
and solidarity rather than through competition. Their organiza-
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tional action could be directly traced to these transorganizational
contextures within which the conflicts and contradictions of a
specific society are systematically organized. and which detelmine
the potential and mandatory moves of individuals and groups. In
the case of science, these contextures are not to be confounded with
the narrowly defined specialties or 'scientific communities' prominent in post-K!lhnian sociology of science. TIley are neither 'communiti es' in any reasonable sense of the word since they are basically agonistic, nor are they homogeneous in the sense of consisting
only of peer scientists related through exchange and commumcation. TIley are the hybrid contexts in terms of which the organizational actions of the scientists observed became meaningful and
understandable and in terms of which these actions can be analyzed
empirically within a dynamic microscopic perspective without losing sight of social macrostructures.

E~iending

the concept of conte~1uality

We have exemplified the contextual contingency of organi zational
action in the case of a scientific organization by referring to the
fields of relationships and interaction in terms of which scientists
tllemselves understand their moves and choose their strategies. In
order to discuss the notion of.rontextJ1,wty on a more generallevel,
it should be made clear that the organization of contextuality must
be determined empirically for specific cases, since tlus organization
will vary by groups and by areas. To give an example of one ofth.
possible variants relevant for managerial action let us start fium
another strip of conversation taken from the same day of observation as the original example:
In a di scussion evolving around the different qu alificati ons of some group
leaders the group leader F. was menti oned: "B y th e way, they (the directors)
have taken away F.'s group in connection with this effort on re-organi zation
started in Washington which says th at th ere should be no more th an eight groups
reporting to one d ir ector. . . They (th e directors) will probably reduce eighteen
grou ps to eight (at the institution observed), and (th ey wi ll) especiaJ ly eliminate
small group s, th ose wi th weak research leaders. or those wh ose research leader
has troub les with the director. .. It causes a lot of tension and discussion,"
(Observation protocol of August 24, 1977. p. X )
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The organization of contextuality which can be sunnised from this
conversation refers to the directors of the respective institution who
had 'imposed* the respective restructuring of groups. As suggested
by the reference to Washington and as easily substantiated by other
data, this attempt at reorganization cannot be explained internally, but has to be put into the framework of a social field created by,
among others, government administrative institutions 'ill
Washington, by the heads of several research organizations, and by
representatives of industry. It is in this field that managerial decisions such as the one above are grounded, and it is in terms of this
social field that the actions of the general director of the organization observed had to be interpreted. Although this director was a
trained scientist, he no longer shared the involvements of his middle level colleagues. It is also clear that the political-industrialprofessional field I have hinted at ill his case cannot be assumed to
operate on the basis of the same principles as the contextures sketched above. It would be up to an empirical investigation to supply
the necessary details ~ the point here is only that the contextuality
of action and its specific organization cannot be left out of the picture ill the case of the management of an institution as it could not
in the case of scientists,
In general I assume that contextual organization in terms of institutionalized fields of interaction will more readily apply to upper
hierarchical levels than it will to lower levels, which suggests that
the particular kind of organization of contextuality present will
have to be related to questions of class and alienation. In the case
of government bureaucracies, political parties and interest groups
immediately come to mind as possible components of the organization of context relevant for high level bureaucratic action. The ease
with which political careers cross back and forth between party,
and governmental and administrative positions is one indication
of such a mesh. 8
In the case of the management of an industrial enterprise it is
plausible to assume that contextuaJity is organized in terms of
social fields created not only by other firms in the area, but also by
government agencies and interest groups associations. This has
been demonstrated in case studies, for example, by showing whose
interests and policies are administered by firm management (e.g.
Singelmann, 1978). According to Buss (1978), the increasingly visible affiliation between industry and government may lead recent
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contributions to management research to avoid making a distinction between organizational 'systems', the market, and government
social policy, and to conceive of these components as one complex
phenomenon.
Contextuality and the worker

With low level workers not strongly organized politically the
organization of contextuality may well be different. Their involvement in organizational action is cornmonly studied with a view to
their (lack of) motivation and to their recalcitrant predispositions
which are seen as another component of the organizational system
in addition to technology and formal structure.' Obviously, the
same phenomenon, which, from the system's effective action point
of view, is considered as a problem of motivation presents itselfdifferently when the worker's organization of interests is taken into
account. Resistance and refusal for instance, when interpreted
situationaUy and contextually with a view to these interests, may
appear as a perfectly rational strategy on the part of the agent pursuing his goals. Let us look at a third segment of the conversation
we have drawn upon in previous examples, a passage which includes cornments on a technician's actions from the scientist's
perspective:

The scientist, si11ing in fumt of a Tek1rooix tal:Ie CO!IpI!er, expai=I oon he
was doing:
"Look what I have done here - here I cheated. I will tell you in a minute ... R.

(the name ofthe teclmician) is silly enough to attempt to get values as similar as
possible (for the repetitions) in one cell ... You know how she is .. ,"
The scientist complained about R. more or less regularly in private conversations, considering her as extremely slow ('lazy'), uninterested, and somewhat
dumb - He continued:
"Those non-statisticians! This (trying to get values as similar as possible) is the
worst one can do. Like that, she is putting identical values in one group. In V.
the computer broke down in such a case because there was no variance in the
group ... What I did now is to add 0.1 to one of her values to make them distinctive .. , ''''Imyself (when I make the experiments) very rarely get the same values
in the same group. I guess because I know this would get me in trouble ... but she
does constantly," (Observation protocol of August 24, 1977, p. 2.)

From the technician's perspective, getting values as identical as
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possible not only was in accord with the standards of successful
replication she had learned, but also considerably eased her task of
calcnlating sums and means. Her general recalcitrance ('laziness')
again points beyond the organization. It had to be seen in the light
of her mvolvement in. work for a university degree which she
wanted to earn in the long run, and for which the tasks the scientist
asked her to do appeared to be irrelevant. Given their conflicting
organizations of interests, the kind of work that the scientist could
get done by the technician had to be negotiated with the latter, a
negotiation in which the technician mostly proceeded non-verbally
through display of 'laziness', misunderstandings, absence, etc.
Thus, although the consequentiality of contextually organized decisions may be higher at upper organizational levels, organization of
meanings and interests in terms of contextual structures may be
more total on low levels, as suggested by the recurring problem of
'motivation'. For the present purpose, the important point is that
contextuality cannot be limited to specific hierarchical levels, as it
cannot be limited to specific kinds of organization.
Sltuatiooal contingency reconsidered:
The study of organizational action

If there is, in principle, no internal core of organizational action
what then is the role of the legal or other boundaries which
ferentiate 'the organization' from the environment? It is helpful to
introduce a distinction here between organizations as units or
categories which may become meaningful as a point of reference,
as an Instrument of manipulation, or as a vehicle of interests in an
endless variety of social action, and between organizations as
systems of action in terms of which the meanings and interests of
members are organized and can be made understandable. For example, Kervasdoue and KJmberly (1977) describe organizations as
instruments which are designed to solidifY power or to facilitate the
strategies of different social grouPcs in social 'battlefields' which
vary from one country to another. 0 In contrast, the assumption of
system perspectives that organizations constitute an appropriate
level of analfsis for understanding intraorganizational action has
been repeatedly rejected here. While 'organizations* do provide an

rui-

important category or a vehicle for specific purposes and interests
(such as the present argument!), the meanings which underly the
respective activities (such as my writing the paper) cannot in turn be
automatically explained in terms of some organizational unit.
If awareness of contextuality should allow us to forego reification of organizations as natural systems of action, does this mean
that we may as well give up studying organizations? Phrased differently, what do we gain by including in the analysis the organizational site of ongoing activities, the concrete situations in which
contextually organized meanings are enacted? The question can be
answered by reconsidering the alleged situational contingency or indexicality of social action. This situational contingency corresponds to an indeterminacy of social action in the sense that
whatever contextual organization of interests may meaningfully
structure action, it does not allow us to deduce the outcome of
social action. Since the outcomes of social action in turn transform
the transorganizational fields in which meaningfulness was said to
be grounded, it becomes vitally important to include the principles,
mechanisms, and dynamics of situational action in the study.
Let me exemplifY this point by briefly looking at various aspects
of situational contingency; To start once more with the contextual
organization of scientific action, it is clear that pointing to the
relevancy of a scientist's position in a social field does not mean
that his moves can in fact be inferred from this position. It was the
conditions of the production and circulation of scientific products
and of their modalities which were held to be organized in terms of
social fields, and these conditions are not primarily seen here as
constraints which at the limit reduce the agent's range of actions to
one and only one strategy. Rather, they are seen to generate the
(possihility for specific, Vo.v probability events which are crystallizattions of order in a contingency space (the outcomes of action). To
quote an example from Latour and Woolgar (1979, ch. 6) the
(specific outcomes of laboratory action are not the resnlt of an
iunderlying state of order, in the sense of systematic regulation
, which severely constrain scientific investigation to the point of
~making it predictable, but rather they resnlt from a set of specific
'conditions (the equipment, resources, processing routines etc.)
which allow for the highly improbable 'information' - events of
[laboratory production. The situation which we have to take into ac-
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count to analyze this production is not an organizational component to be added to a context. It is a specific constellalion of
selected conditions, a momentary state of one of the many scenes
of action defined by the social field. TIUs state cannot be predicted
from merely knowing the ongoing games, and it always allows for a
variety of moves in its continuous proliferatIOn (mcludmg cheatmg
or overturning the game).
.
If the agent's position in a field did not allow us to predict his
strategies, neither can the agent himself make these predlclions or to couch this in more familiar terms, neither can we say that the
ag~nt constantly calculates his risks and returns vis-a-vis some
overall envisaged goal based upon his knowledge of the SOCial field
and his position in this context. The model of an actor adopted here
is not that of 'economic man' - even tempered by asswrung
satisficing, instead of maximizing, strategies to rule action. TIUs
point has been stressed by Bourdieu (1972) who rightly pomts out
that the degree of consciousness with which agents calculate their
action strategies is itself, at least partly, a function of the posllton
held. Bourdieu Offers the concept of 'habitus' as a system of stable
dispositions which have been internalized on the basis ofthe obJective conditions experienced and which structure and generate the
agent's strategic practice. The idea here appears to be that ifman's
behaviour is learned by soclalizatlOn and will be. reproduced
generatively through analogical transference .in a roultru zed quaslautomatic way, so will interests and strategtes of goal attamment
and interest realization be internali zed and subsequently reproduced without their being consciously calculated or attended to.
If we concede that strategic action must not necessarily be consciously calculated action and if we accept the. ethoomethodologists' and interactiofiists' finding that the specific goals
of action as well as its standards of evaluation are made up 'as we
go along', we add another aspect of situation-depe~den~y. to !he
picture. Clearly, lack of an ulltmate, stable goal like. maxlmlZatton
of profit' or dispositions which operate generattvely, and are
themselves subject to change through continuous learning, leave us
with the contingencies of a specific situahon. Yet this IS not all, we
have not yet given credit to the fact that most of our actIOn IS m fact
social interaction, and that it is social relationships rather th an 10dividual agents which will have to be given the focus of attentIOn.

The aspect of interaction comes into play when we take into. account the fact that goals and interests are not simply 'realized' dust
as meanings are not simply reproduced. They have to be coordinated with other goals and interests. Thus, when definmg
organizations as the locus of reproduction of interests which ar..
organi zed contextually, we must also gtve credit to the fact that It
seems to be mainly different mterests which come to bear upon
each other here. In the case ofthe scientific organization menltoned
above we had the example of a conflict between co-authors integrated in different social fields. In addition, there were the
familiar clashes between some of the sClenttsts, the case of the
general director whose actions were .geared to the, politicalindustrial sphere he was involved in, and that ofthetechmclans and
laboratory staff whose interests were again orgamzed differently.
Organizational theory has posited for some time that one cannot
assume homogeneity of goals among different members of an
organization, nor can one assume that the offiCially stated purpos~
of an organization actually donunates or Integrates ItS member;;
actions. If these official goals do have any mearung beyond pubhc
self-presentation, they will be interpreted differently by d!fferent
groups within the organization, and these mterpretatlOns Will have
to be seen in the light ofthe (contextually specific) mterests ofthe
respective groups. The necessity to assume that orgaruzalional action rests upon meanings and interests which are liable to be different and have to be negotiated hence points to another reason for
taking into account concrete organizational situations as a reably
sui generiS (Goffman 1964, p. 63) which warrants analYSIS m Its
own right.
Do rules and power eliminate situational contingency?

It will be tempting to associate the 'nature' of organizations with
the very fact of the situational contingency or mdetenmnacy. of
social action by conceiving of organizations as a mea~ for assunng
stable outcomes of this action through structure, lastmg fimclions
and control. Such an assumption seems to underly organi zational
theories which consider organizational action to be effectively integrated through fOlmal rules, techniques and procedures.
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However, while at least part of the raison d'etre of rules may be
correctly associated with an interest in controlling indeterminacy,
we cannot assume that the continued contingency of social action is
effectively eliminated by formal rules. Nor can we rely on the
equally simplifYing contrary assumption that exertion of sheer
power (eventually through rules) effectively achieves this elimination. Let us take the example of a nine month process of interaction
as summarized from my notes on the scientific organization observed:"
The research institution observed maintained several large-scale laboratories

especially equipped a) for the production oflow-yield substances wh.c6e proper-

ties would rule out nonnallaboratory operations, and b) to partially simulate the

ccnditions which exist in industrial practice. One of these laboratories was headed by scientist K. who routinely used it fer protein recovery tests during part of
the year. This scientist made it extremely difficult fer anycne else to use the
laboratory (even during the so-called 'dead season') despite the official rule that
laboratories and equipment in the hands of any specific scientist had to be made
available to everycne else. Thus K. (whooe reputation was international) has
subverted the official JXllicy and thereby created a state of disorder in which
anything was JX)Ssible, depeJKting upon individual negotiations and-ntanipula·
tions. For scientist D. (who had only arrived at the institute a :few months ago),

the existence of K.'s laboratory represented a tremendous opporhmity, since
such resources were quite scarce. D. had no trouble using the laboratory the first
time, since K. was interested in ob:>erving his procedure (also directed toward
protein recovery) and in acquainting his staff with it. On the second occasion, D.
tried to gain access to K.'s laboratory without K. 's k:rK:lwledge, since it was well·
known that K. insisted he be a co·author of all papers OOsed on research done in
his facilities. D.'s 'excuse' was that he had run out of protein; his actual intent
was to add a very important step to the procedure which would alter the color
and biolcgical value of the recovered protein.
When K. was officially asked fer 'his' laboratory, he threw up the expected
roadblocks, finally agreeing to a laboratory date MIich left D too little time for
preparation. With the aid of co-werkers, K. made sure that D. adhered to the ex·
act procedure he had used initially. D. tried to either smuggle his step into the
procedure or negotiate with the laboratory stafffer its inclusion, but failed. As a
result, he had to abandon his original plans.
Sane months later, K. read D.'s published results from the initial trial (K., of
course, was a co·author, since his lab., had been used). Afterwards, K. urged D.
to repeat his tests, which D. saw as an attempt to make sure that the procech.rre
werked and that his own stalfwas thoroughly familiar with it, now that K. had
fully realized the potential ofD.'s results. D agreed to this after deciding to include the additional step once again in a revised versicn which he thought would
go UIllloticed. TIris effcrt met with success.

For the present purpose, the example shows the indeterminacy of
social action despite an official rule which had a direct bearing on
what was at stake and despite a rigid power constellation. Within
this indeterminacy, the outcome was negotiated both by K. and D.
with mixed results on the basis of their interests and interpretations
at a given moment. With respect to rules the point here is not ouly
that rules, like laws, rest on interpretations, and that these interpretations will vary with the context of action. Like the power of
which they may be a manifestation, rules are actively manipulated
in a process of negotiation, i.e. they will be introduced, supported,
reinforced, modified, stretched and twisted or neglected and
possibly ignored altogether.
Even whether or not an existing rule can be adduced in support
of one's interests depends entirely upon the constellation of a
specific situation. In the above example, for instance, D. could not
simply turn to the directors of the institution to officially ask for
his right without risking substantial damage to his social relations
and hence the success of his project itself, and of future pursuits
which depended upon these relations. If a rule is strictly reinforced
according to some interpretation, compensatory changes in other
areas may well counteract its alleged effect. In sum, while we must
not diminish the importance of formal rules in organizational action, we cannot assume that they rule out the need for aprocess of
negotiation of interests, nor do they rule out the underlying indeterminacy and contingency of social action.
If formal rules actively structure - rather than restrictively
regulate - processes of interaction by providing elements to be
taken into account and to be manipulated, can we say that this
regulation is achieved through the power exerted by those who own
or formally control an organization? First and foremost, to define
interaction as a process of negotiation of interests is at the same
time to pose the question of power concretely and specifically in its
relation to social action rather than to relegate it to the distant domain of those who own the means of production. 12 HQw~v,r, whil.
I do advocate here concrete analysis of power as a complex social
function present in discourse and interaction, this is not to endorse
an analysis of power within an exclusively situationally defined
model as often supplied by microsociological approaches. For example, when a proponent of such approaches offered an analysis of
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a talk on a scientific controversy, given j ointly by three speakers at
a conference, by referring to their body m?vements, facial gestures,
turn-takings, visible coalitions entered mto, and conversahonal
moves, the audience correctly £liIed to perceive the relevancy of
this analysis. 13 It; on the other hand, the analysIs had not confined
itself to the situation 'on the stage' (the speaker's podIUm), but had
instead related the content and modalities of the talk to the wider
context of the scientists' social and cognitive positions and interests
relative to each other, to the field of controversy, to the audience,
etc., it would have undoubtedly resulted in somewhat more
penetrating insights.!4
An analysis of power in concrete social interaction which at the
same time takes into account the contextuality of tins action insists
on the relational character of the concept of power. As indicated by
the development in the earlier example, exertion of power with
human actors presupposes at least some potential power on the part
of those against whom this power is directed. As pomted out by
Coleman (1971), mobilization of neglected or unconvenhonal
sow-ces of power on the ,Part of the ' powerless' can be a majOr
strategy of social change,! and smooth succumbing of one party to
the other is always provisional and temporary . To borrow a phrase
by Crozier and Friedberg (1977, p. 58), power i s a reciprocal, but
unbalanced relationship. Furthermore, the contmgent and dynanuc
character of social action suggests that the effect of power does not
lie in a definite regulation imposed on this relationship. Given that
context and situation constantly change, power cannot secure a
£worable outcome once and for all in advance by forcing action into some procrustean bed of automatic reproduction. Rather, for
power to be effective, it musl be played in a constantly chan!png
game, in a game from which the indete(minacy winch charactenzes
each twn and each scene cannot be eliminated.

Concluding remarks

We can perhaps say that it is the purpose of this paper to lure scientists away from the predominant 'intem alisti c' study of orgaruzations as a taken-for-granted system of action to a systematic study
of the context upon which organizational action is held to be con-
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tingent. To be sure, the need 10 focus on the context (rather than to
merely emich the systems model by an enVIronment) has been Spelled out previously in work on organizations, in particular WIth
respect to the flrigin of organization and WIth respect to or~amza
tional change. • Thus, Stinchcombe h.,S systemancally studied the
relati onship between organizations and the kind of societies in
which they are created, and analyses of organizational change
have tended to concentrate on 'external' sources of change to the
point where these factors were always considered to be most
crucial. 17 However, let me once more stress that the pomt here is
not that organizations as conceived of by the dominant perspective
have to be related more thoroughly and more often to other
organi zations and to their societal context; rather, it is a diffe rent
conception of both organization and context wind! I advocate
here. According to this conception contextuahty IS mherent m
organi zational action, and it is the organization rather, winch must
be seen as an 'environment', that is as the local s!te and the polihcal
arena in which reproduction of specific contextual structures such
as an industrial-political market or a scientific specialty is achieved.
'Organizations', or their subdivisions, are sustained by conditlOns
which reside in specifically organized social fields; yet they are at
the same time a locus of change since reproduction of these contextual conditions is never automatically achieved, but always contingent upon the specific local situation and its d ynamics of power
and social relati onships. By studymg orgaru zahonal acnon as
manifesting, reproducing and changing contextual. conditions
organized in Iransorganizalionai structures both a nucro- and a
macro-sociological perspective are brought to bear upon each
other. In the process of such studies, the microsociological concept
of meaning will have to be replaced by a concept of mtere~t Without
falling back on a narrowly defmed econonuc-calculattve SOC!a1
psychology of man. Needless to say, the dynanucs of power and
negotiation of interest as interpreted both contextually and s!tuationally will play a key role m the analys!s. It!S the ultunate ~oal of
the undertaking to link organizational action in an empmcally
me.w ngful way to the contradictions inherent in .I arg~r soc!ety,
while at the same time taking into account the valid cnttclsm of
purely macro-sociological investigations. By expounding the concepts of indexicalily and contextuality of organizational actlOn, I
have tried to make a first step towards such an undertakmg.
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Notes
1. Good overviews on these appr oaches are provided by Mayntz (1968) , Perrow
(1972), or Silverman (1970) . Lammers (1974) o frers a brief survey of recent
American trends.
2. See for exampl e Krupp (1 961) or the summary of th e criticism in Silverman
(1970), parti cul ar ly chaps. 6-9.
3. See Tourain e (1964, p. 7, tran slated from French).
4. Note th at what I describe here as th e 'situation'. or as 'situarionally', is often
referred to in the literature as the ' contexL' which we have to take into account. The
di stincti on I draw between s ituati on and context an d th eir respecti ve variates will
become clear in the next paragraph .
5. The institution is located in Berkeley, Cali forni a. According to its offi cial
directory, it emp loys more than 300 scientists (along with an addition al technical
and service staff) working on basic and applied topics in chemical, physical, microbiologica l, tox icolog ical , technological, and economic research. Most of the scientists hold degrees in biochemistry and in one of the above areas. The observations
focussed on pl ant protein research; organiz ati onal subgro ups working on other
topics were included in the study through interviewing. Reports, comments, and
citations have been taken from my notes, and their accuracy has been verified by the
scientists in vo lved.
6. Methodologicall y, this implies th at validity can be increased by taking into account the social scienti st's role as an active part icipant, not only in the well-known
sense of incl uding the disturbing and modi fying effects he or she might have on a
part icular scene, but also with respect to th e constru ctive work involved in integrating a set of abstracted meanings into a coherent who le which is made
understandab le and appealing to th e community to which it is reported .
7. This is because the world food problem had become defin ed primaril y as a
problem of protein .
8. This practice is comm on in Austri a, for instance, where the phrase 'den Sessel
wech se ln' c aptures the spirit of phenomenon .
9. As an examp le, let me point to al l the work within the human relations
perspective.

10. As a nother exampl e let me recall the role of Ford in the strugg le between th e
uni ons and government in Great Britain in 1978, during which the governm ent
pressured Ford not to raise wages more than 5%. In the dea l between theunions and
Ford, the latter played th e role of a unit of manipul ati on which was thoug ht to set
the scene for negoti ati ons w ith indu stry in general.
I J. The example was used in another context in Kn oIT (forth com ing), in which
the specific aspects of scientifi c action are more th oroughl y discussed. With respect
to th e latter see also Knorr (1977).
12. Such 'concrete' analysis of power is dem onstrated in Cicourel (1968) and advocated by Foucau1t (1977, 1978).
13. Thi.') analysis was offered by R. Collins at a symposium on the analysis of
scientific discourse held at the Salk Institute, San Diego , on April 15th, 1977. Co llins is a sociologist who was at the time at VC , San D iego.
14. See, for instance, the analysis offered of the race between Schally and
Guill emin for the discovery of peptide hormones in the brain which led to the Nobel
prize in 1978 . The analysis shows why Schally an d Guillem in presented what they
did at which conference. See Wade (1978).
15. This is of course best exemplified today by terrorism .
16. Endruweil (1978, pp. 29ft) lists a w hole series of challenges encouraging more
attenti on to be given to th e social context of organizati ons in the last decade. P. M.
B lau's (1970, p. 186) statement summarizes th e state of affa irs: "The compl aint
often heard that we kn ow virtu all y nothing about the impact of th e social setting on
organi zations is quite justifi ed ."
17. See S tinchcombe's study of social structure and organi zati on (1965) and Katz
and Kahn's analysis of organizational change (1 966).
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